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About This Game

Revised, rebalanced and expanded, Tipping Point is Fate of the World as it's meant to be played. Take control of the GEO
through the five original missions, plus the “Cornucopia” and “Earth Day” update missions, and the “Denial”, “Migration” and

“Extras Pack” DLCs.

Key features:

 Redesigned telemetry and UI including new Tech Tree interface
 More Cards, Impacts, and Achievements
 Includes 3 DLCs: “Denial”, “Migration” and our “Extras Pack” featuring the soundtrack and designer notes.
 New “Easy Mode” for scalable difficulty
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Title: Fate of the World: Tipping Point
Genre: Strategy, Indie, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Red Redemption
Publisher:
Red Redemption
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7
Processor: 2.33Ghz processor supporting SSE2 (Pentium 4 and Athlon 64) or better
Memory: 2GB
Hard Disk Space: 1GB
Video Card: 512MB graphics card
Sound: Integrated sound
Direct®: 9

English,Dutch,German
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fate of the world tipping point patch. fate of the world tipping point download. fate of the world tipping point

Great game very difficult but worth it it isnt as easy as the video makes it look. This is a really authentic retro game, my first PC
was a Commodore 64 and I had many arcade conversions for the system, Quarries of Scred plays just like those old classics.
There is a nice variety of tilesets that you can switch to, I've played with the C64 tileset and it definitely gives me nostalgic
feelings. Is there anything more than that? I think so, it's a solid puzzle game in the style of old arcade games. It's got a good
blend of tension and strategy, and of course those moments where you kick yourself for making the wrong move.
There is a bit of the obscurity that those old games are known for though, for example I had to hop on the forums to find out the
keybindings, and the help menu in game is very simplistic. Those are nitpicks though, this is a deceptively simple game that
works really well at what it set out to be. I think it's worth a look if you want something quick and engaging to play in your
downtime.. Great game! Not too long and not too hard.
You can beat the CO-OP levels by yourself with a little time. (Thats what i did)
Granted i used Auto hotkey ONCE to help but yeah still. there were only 2 levels i had a really hard time on.
i THINK i saw an ad when i was exiting the game at one point.. I liked it. It's kinda slow. More of an art than a game kinda. I do
think that if it was more of an RPG or FPS it would be better? But for what it is it's okay.. The core gameplay mechanic is a
series of gemeric mini games, the best of which is ripped off whole cloth from Star Control 2. The tutorial is 2 hours long. Do
not recomend.
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Relaxing.... A very nice game, with a what seems to be an interesting story. Wonderful soundtrack, very cinematic-like.

The fighting phase is really nice for a card game but still it limits your potential to using items that provide you the cards.
Allowing the player to manimulate turns based on the character's speed is interesting though.

Quests are divided to story and side quests, typical, however almost all quests follow the same pattern: a small dialogue, a choice
which usually doesn't matter too much and a 10-minute long fight. Also the purpose of side quests is mainly to acquire items
and levels, than learn more about the story which is a little annoying as I'd like the game to be more emersive. I have to note that
in Book 1 there is only a single quest that is focused on the story and not fighting for items/experience points.

In addition, most of the dialogue is pointless with only a quarter of it affecting your choices or the story.

And lastly I have to note the game's greatest downside. The game is not complete. The game itself is about half an hour of
gameplay and the rest is DLC (downloadable content) that is meant to add the next "chapters" of the story to your game. Doing
this is really annoying in my opinion. This is a game I would like to play but not spend money on DLCs. It would be best if the
game was complete on its own.

The only reason I recommend it is because the game is nice, and the way you play it is enjoyable. The way the developers want
you to play though is not as they sell you bits and pieces each time.

Overall a 6/10. The first MMORPG I've ever played. Great experience.. Trucks and trailers is scania truck driving simulator on
STEROIDS it has more truck selections but shorter tasks i do think this is a bit better than scania truck driving simulator. This
game was very enjoyable. I was able to beat the entire game in around 3 hours though, so it seems a bit overpriced. It is
definately worth picking up on sale.. So you need to tweak some of this tiles inroder to make them in working order. Tiles looks
good but you guys can do much better. Atleast your game will look bit different. Ok, so the thing people are saying about the
game is that it is super short and a waste of money.

Yes, it is short, but thats only because this is a single mission, just to give you a taste of what the full release would be.

Secondly, I do not believe it is a waste of money because if you read the bold print in the "About the Game" section it clearly
states you will get a guranteed spot in the Starlite: Astronaut Academy beta test.

So to all of you who dont think this is worth it, you're wrong.. I got this Game gifted from my Partner and I am very thankful for
it \u2665

First of all If you havent played any Dark Parables Games I recommend you to go back and play the first one as those games are
meant to be played in Order.

Dark Parables: The Little Mermaid and the Purple Tide Collector's Edition comes with the Main Story which is around 3 and a
half hours long and a Bonus Chapter which gives you another half to an hour. It also comes with Extras, such as Wallpapers,
Music, Mini Games, Ingame Movies and Concept Art.

The Voice Acting in this Game was once again rather nicely made and the Art Style was absolutely beautiful. I believe the
Colours in this title, compared to the previous ones, have been even more vibrant.

Once again you could not change the Resolution which was no problem whatsoever as it was by default widescreen and unlike in
previous Dark Parables it was proper widescreen and not just a stretched image.

Although you are not able to get Steam Achievements, this game does indeed come with some Trading Cards.

One of my favourite Parts of the Dark Parables games are, how you can collect during the Game pieces which will, once all of
them are collected, give you a little background Story, which to my disappointment did not get read to you by a guy but you
rather had to read yourself. Regardless of this little let down I have noticed that you can click on the missing parables parts to
find them and read the full background stories yourself, even after the game has been finished. I do not believe I have noticed
this function before and is a newly introduced feature with this title!
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For the first time in the Dark Parables Series you can fast Travel. Personally I have it didnt bother me to much that you couldn't
Fast Travel in the previous Games but I saw alot of people listening it as negative Point and I must admit after playing a Dark
Parables Title with the Fast Travel Option, I dont want to be without it again!

I also have seen for the first time in the Dark Parables Series ingame Achievements. Personally I did not really like them, as I
am playing those Games for their Story Parts and the achievemnts, once you have unlocked them, wont go away unless you click
the achievements tab.

The Hidden Object Scenes were compared to the previous games rather easy, especially due to the higher resolution and the
proper widescreen. Most of the Puzzles were also rather easy to finish and I had alot of fun doing them, however I found some
of them challenging as well.

In the previous Game you were able to get 3 Different Endings depending on which item you choose at the end, sadly this Game
does not have such a function, which I would have loved to see.

One of the Mermaids looks alot like Ariel, a Childhood favourite of mine, which made me even more excited to play this game
and got me hooked immediatly into the story.

All in all this Game is Fantastic! Although it has some features of the previous one Missing, at the same time it does have some
new ones added to it and honestly the story and the Art Style is just lovely.

I recommend this Game to any HO Fan and to anybody that loves a good Story.

Here are my other Reviews for the Dark Parables Series:
Dark Parables: Curse of Briar Rose Collector's Edition (Number 1)
Dark Parables: The Exiled Prince Collector's Edition (Number 2)
Dark Parables: Rise of the Snow Queen Collector's Edition (Number 3)
Dark Parables: The Red Riding Hood Sisters (Number 4)
Dark Parables: The Final Cinderella (Number 5)
Dark Parables: Jack and the Sky Kingdom Collector's Edition (Number 6)
Dark Parables: Ballad of Rapunzel Collector's Edition (Number 7)
Dark Parables: Queen of Sands Collector's Edition (Number 9). The game is a bit raw, but still manages to be a darkly funny
enjoyment, like a dark comedy version of Goat Simulator. Just with Zombies this time around.
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